Could energy be free?
This article presents a range of issues with regard to the potential for free energy.
Out of the seven largest markets in the world, namely, energy, agriculture, telecom, auto,
chemicals, packaged foods, and pharma, the energy market surpasses all others by a minimum
margin of $3.3 trillion dollars per year. The growing demand for energy drives market size
projections to $10.4 trillion per year by 2020, helping energy maintain its dominant position in
the world markets. The 2013 world GDP was USD75.59, so energy comprised about 15%.
Several organisations are working hard to develop low-cost devices that could provide almostfree energy that potentially could destroy or replace most of the current energy
industry. Question: how do you think energy industry leaders are reacting? Hint: read banker
J P Morgan’s reaction to Nicola Tesla’s inventions below, then view Thomas Bearden’s video,
also below.
The potential for ‘free energy’ is discussed at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zero-point_energy
- Utilization Controversy section. Zero-point energy, also called quantum vacuum zero-point
energy, is the lowest possible energy that a quantum mechanical physical system may have; it
is the energy of its ground state. Despite the scientific stance to typically discount the claims,
numerous articles and books have been published addressing and discussing the potential of
tapping zero-point-energy from the quantum vacuum or elsewhere. See 44 references, links.
Science skeptic and writer, Martin Gardner has called claims of such zero-point-energy-based
systems, "as hopeless as past efforts to build perpetual motion machines"[19] Perpetual motion
machine refers to technical designs of machines that can operate indefinitely, optionally with
additional output of excessive energy, without any cited input source of energy, which is in
violation of the laws of thermodynamics. Formally, technical designs that claim to harness
zero-point energy would not fall into this category because zero-point energy is claimed as the
input source of energy.’ Gardner also ignores the fact that perpetual motion (banned for all
patents) is based on the second law of thermodynamics which, by definition, does not apply to
the dimension of quantum physics, which includes zero-point-energy.
A full explanation of progress in the zero energy science: http://www.calphysics.org/zpe.html
- ‘As to whether zero-point energy may become a source of usable energy, this is considered
extremely unlikely by most physicists, and none of the claimed devices are taken seriously by
the mainstream science community. Nevertheless, SED interpretation of the Bohr orbit (above)
does suggest a way whereby energy might be extracted. Based upon this a patent has been
issued and experiments have been underway at the University of Colorado (U.S. Patent
7,379,286).’ NB mainstream science ‘knew’ the sun goes around the earth, and stomach ulcers
were caused by excess acid.
A device to harness free cosmic energy was claimed by Nikola Tesla: “This new power for the
driving of the world’s machinery will be derived from the energy which operates the universe,
the cosmic energy, whose central source for the earth is the sun and which is everywhere
present in unlimited quantities.” http://www.nuenergy.org/nikola-tesla-radiant-energy-system/
It is not clear how or whether Tesla’s device related directly to zero-point energy. But it is
fully documented that banker J P Morgan believed it would work and preclude his profiting
from selling energy; he sabotaged Tesla’s progress and stole Tesla’s patents. Acknowledged
as the greatest inventor ever, as a result, Tesla died a pauper.

A history of free energy, suppression, economic cartels in energy preventing free energy,
assassinations and how over-unity power systems work is presented in a video by Lt Colonel
Thomas Bearden: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsJybtR9YlM - Bearden’s website
explains more: http://www.cheniere.org/ . Note this is an old video ~2003 which predicts mass
war in 2007/08 or sooner if new energy generation is prevented. His logic stands, but various
institutions, cartels etc. have managed to delay free energy for another decade since.
Dr Steven Greer describes a range of issue with regard to free energy, including covert actions
to prevent it being commonly available: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lL7uFTKUK_U

